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CONVOLUTION AND HYPERGROUP STRUCTURES
ASSOCIATED WITH A CLASS OF STURM-LIOUVILLE SYSTEMS

WILLIAM C. CONNETT, CLEMENS MARKETT AND ALAN L. SCHWARTZ

Abstract. Product formulas of the type

«*(»)«*(««= f"uk(t)D(Z,8,<l>)di
Jo

are obtained for the eigenfunctions of a class of second order regular and regular

singular Sturm-Liouville problems on [0, n] by using the Riemann integration

method to solve a Cauchy problem for an associated hyperbolic differential

equation.

When D(£,, 8, <j>) is nonnegative (which can be guaranteed by a simple

restriction on the differential operator of the Sturm-Liouville problem), it is

possible to define a convolution with respect to which M[0, n] becomes a

Banach algebra with the functions Uk(Ç)/uo(Ç) as its characters. In fact this

measure algebra is a Jacobi type hypergroup. It is possible to completely describe

the maximal ideal space and idempotents of this measure algebra.

1. Introduction

A central idea in harmonic analysis in various settings has been the exis-

tence of a product, usually called convolution, for functions and measures. In

particular, in the study of the harmonic analysis of orthogonal expansions, a

convolution arises in a natural way and plays the same role as ordinary convo-

lution in Fourier analysis.

In some cases, an investigation begins with a convolution algebra of mea-
sures as the primitive object upon which to build a theory; this is the case of

the analysis of the objects called hypergroups which are generalizations of the

convolution algebra of Borel measures on a group. One of the subjects of this

paper will be the introduction of a large class of new convolution structures,

many of which are new hypergroups.

A hypergroup (H, *) is a Banach algebra of the Borel measures M(H) on

a locally compact Hausdorff space H with product * called convolution which
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satisfies the following axioms: (ôs denotes the unit mass concentrated at 5,

and for p e M(H), supp(p) is the support of p).

HI. If p and v are probability measures, then so is p * v .

H2. The mapping (p, v) —> p * v is continuous from M(H) x M(H) into

M(H) where M(H) is given the weak topology with respect to CC(H).

H3. There is an element e e H such that oe*p = p*ôe = p for every

p G M(H).
H4. There is a homeomorphic mapping s —> sw of H into itself such that

5VV = 5 and e e supp(¿5 *ôt) if and only if t = sv .

H5. For p, v e M(H)(p * z/)v = z/v * py where pv is defined by

[ f(s)dp^(s)= [ f(s^)dp(s).
Jh Jh

H6. The mapping (s, t) —> supp(<5î*ôt) is continuous from HxH into the

space of compact subsets of H as topologized in [24].

Hypergroups generalize the convolution algebra M(G) for locally compact

topological groups G as can be seen in the following abbreviated discussion.

(For more detail see [9 and 15] and the references cited there.)

A continuous function 0 is a character of (H, *) if for every s, t e H,

jH<j)d(ôs * ôt) — <f>(s)(j)(t) ; (j) is a Hermitian character if cj)(sv) = <fr(s) ; the set

of Hermitian characters is denoted by H~ and the Fourier-Stieltjes transform

of p is given by

p~(<t>)= 14>dp   (¿€/n.
Jh

Assume * is commutative; then (H, *) possesses a positive measure m such

that supp(w) = H and m * ôs = ôs * m = m for every s e H ; m is called a

Haar measure for (H, *).

The operators Ts defined by Tsf(t) = JHfd(Ss*St) are called generalized

translations [18], and have much in common with the usual translation operator

of functions on a group. Convolution of functions can now be defined by

(f*g)(s)= i rf(t)g(t^dm(t).
Jh

Because of H1, the convolution is positive, that is / > 0 and g > 0 imply

f * g > 0, and so \\f * g\\x < ||/||i||g||i . Thus the operation makes Lx(dm)

into a Banach algebra.
The Fourier transform is defined by f~(c¡>) = J ftp dm (cß e H~) ; there is a

measure m~ on H~ called Plancherel measure such that

/ \f\2dm= [   \r\2dm~.
Jh Jh~

The characters define homomorphisms on M(H) and Lx(dm) by h(p) -»

p"(cf>) and h(f)-> f~(<p) respectively; in fact, every homomorphism on Ll(dm)

is of this form.
Many hypergroups arise in connection with product formulas for orthog-

onal functions on an interval /. In particular, suppose {uk}keNo (No =

{0,1,2,...}) is a family of continuous functions on /, which form a complete
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orthogonal system with respect to a positive measure m . A product formula is

a relation of the form

(1.1) uk(r)dost(r) = uk(s)uk(t)       (s, t e I, k e N0)

where the measure ost does not depend on k . This suggests defining a convo-

lution by identifying ôs*ôt with ost, or more generally, if p, v e M (I), define

p * v by

j fd(p*v) = j j j f(r)dost(r)dp(s)dv(t)       (feC(I)).

If the resulting structure is indeed a hypergroup, then the uk are its Hermitian

characters and m is Haar measure for (/,*). Thus the derivation of new

product formulas yields new convolution structures and hypergroups; moreover

properties of the convolutions so defined may then be used to obtain information

about the functions uk .

It is often a deep problem to find explicit product formulas for given orthog-

onal systems or even to provide any general information about the measure in

the product formula. In fact, there is a dearth of concrete examples which can

be examined to gain insight; the only really well understood examples are the

Jacobi polynomials and functions and the associated dual structures [11, 12, 13,

16]. The knowledge we have in those cases is based upon detailed information

about the special function systems.

On the other hand, one can expect whole classes of orthogonal systems that

admit such structures in the spirit of Connett and Schwartz [6]. One such class

is described here as the eigenfunctions of certain Sturm-Liouville problems. The

techniques used develop explicit knowledge about the product formulas from

the differential operator itself and do not exploit special function knowledge to

achieve this end. These techniques will be especially useful in other classical

settings (for example in studying product formulas for Mathieu functions) where

the eigenfunctions do not have explicit representation (see [5] for details).
We define a class of differential operators on (0, n) for a > -1/2 by setting

wa(6) = sin2Q+1 6 and

d2      2a+l d        ...

= W +  t^tTdÖ ~ q{6)
where the potential function q(6) is admissible, that is

(1.2) q(n-6) = q(d)       (0<8<7i),

(1.3) 6q(6) is real analytic at 6 = 0,

(1.4) 6q(6) is continuous on [0, n/2].

The Sturm-Liouville problem is to find X and nontrivial w¿ which solve the

following problem:

(1.5) LaqJ)ul(6) + ^l(d) = 0       (0<6<n),

(1.6) «i(0) = «i(7r) = 0.
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Equation (1.5) is not as restrictive as it seems since any symmetric singular

Sturm-Liouville problem with two finite regular singular points having the same

exponent difference as the singularities in equation (1.5) can be transformed into

that form by changes in the independent and dependent variables.

The boundary conditions (1.6) guarantee that the eigenvalues of (1.5)—(1.6)

may be arranged in an unbounded sequence Xq _ 0 < Xq t x < ■■ ■ < Xq > k < ■ ■ ■ (see

[6, Lemma 3.3]). Let uaq k denote the eigenfunction corresponding to Xqk

normalized by ua k(0) = 1. The symmetry of the differential operator implies

the symmetry of the eigenfunctions in the sense that

(1.7) ulk(6) = (-I)kuaqlc(n -6)      (0<d<n,keN0).

Moreover, ua k has precisely k zeros in (0, n). We also have

1.1.    Lemma.  {u° k} is a complete orthogonal family in L2[wa (6) d 6].

Proof. Let vk(d) = [wa(6)]l/2u^k(d) ; then X = Xqt2k + a + 1/2 and y = v2k

are the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the Sturm-Liouville problem

y" -Qy + Xy = 0       (n/2 <6<n),

y'(n/2)=y(n) = 0

where Q(6) = (a2- l/4)cot2 8 + q(6). Arguments from the proof of [4, Chapter

9, Theorem 3.1 and Problem 1] can be used to establish that {v^}^ ls a

complete orthogonal family in L2[(n/2, n), dd]. Similarly, one can use the

boundary conditions y (n/2) = y(n) = 0 to establish that {^2A:+i}^o ^s a'so

a complete orthogonal family in L2[(7r/2, n), dd]. Since any function / G

L2[(0, n), dd] can be decomposed into parts which are even and odd about

6 = n/2, it follows that {i^}^ is complete in L2[(0, n), dd] and the lemma
is established.

The best known example of this class, the ultraspherical equation, is obtained

when q is identically zero. This includes Legendre's equation (a = 0) and the

Chebyshev or cosine equation as a limiting case (a-* -1 /2). The correspond-

ing eigenvalues are

Xak = X0'k = k(k + 2a+l)       (k e N0, a > -1/2)

and the eigenfunctions are given in terms of classical functions by

ut(6) = ulk(6) = P¿Q+I/2)(cos0)/p(Q+1/2)(l)

= P^'a)(cosf9)/P<Q'a)(l)

= F(-k, k + 2a+l;a+ 1; sin2f)

where Pka+ ' denotes the ultraspherical polynomial of order q+ 1/2, p^'a)

is the Jacobi polynomial of order (a, a), and F is Gauss' hypergeometric

function. In the limit (a -> -1/2) the eigenfunctions become ukl/2(6) =

coskd . The orthogonality of the system {«£} with respect to the weight wa

is a direct consequence of the fact that {u'k} is the system of eigenfunctions of

the problem (1.5)—(1.6).
Because of the central role played by the ultraspherical case, equation (1.5)

will be referred to as a perturbed ultraspherical equation with perturbation q .
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Another well-known equation that belongs to this class is the spheroidal wave

equation obtained when q(6) = psin28 (p e R). The product formulas for

eigenfunctions of the spheroidal wave equation (the spheroidal wave functions)

will be treated in detail in a separate paper [5].

Except for trivial cases (e.g. q constant) and the results in [5], the ultra-

spherical product formula is the only one known explicitly for any q in our

class. Before proceeding to the general theory, it will be useful to examine this

formula as a model for the general theory.

Let

Ka(ti,e,<i>) =
r(a+l/2)r(l/2)

([cos(0 -<f>)- cosÇ][cos£ - cos(6 + </>)])a"1/2

(sincasino sin(f>)2a

if |0 - tj>\ < Ç < n - \6 + 4> - n\ and Ka(¿¡, 0 ,</>) = 0 otherwise; then the well-
known formula of Gegenbauer for a > -1/2 [30, 11.5 or 1, equation (4.10)]

may be written

(1.9)

uak(d)ul(4o) = f uak(c;)Ka(^, 0, 4>)wa(i) del       (keNo,0<e,<t><n).
Jo

A product formula in the sense of equation (1.1) is obtained by setting

doe*{i) = Ka(c¡, 0, 4>)wa(cl) dt      (0 < 6, 4> < n),

ooe = <*eo = <>e,        one = aen = Sn-e       (0 < 6 < n).

For the cosine case (a = -1/2), the product formula is obtained by setting

°~8<t> = 2l^|0-c*l +t5ff_|fl+0_„|].

For a > -1/2, the function Ka(¿¡, 0, <p) is unchanged by permutation of

the three variables, it is nonnegative, and setting k = 0 in equation (1.9) yields

f*Ka(t,e,<i>)wa(ci)ds=i.
Jo

With these definitions ([0,7z],*) becomes a commutative hypergroup

with identity ¿o, involution 0V = 0, characters {w£}£i0, and Haar measure

wa(c¡) d¿¡. Generalized translation of a function / G C[0, n] is given by

Tef(<t>) = f M)Ka(í, 0, <p)w°(c;)di       (0<e,4><n),
Jo

T0f(4>) = f(ct>)       (0<4><n),

T*f(cj>) = fin - <f>)       (0<cf><n).

In these cases, the dual structure is also a hypergroup [13].

There are a number of ways of obtaining product formulas, each with a

special advantage [1].

1. Formulas analogous to equations (1.8) and (1.9) were first obtained by

using knowledge of the special functions involved. These methods are limited

in their application.
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2. Many of the special functions occur in a connection with certain topologi-

cal groups; for instance certain of the ultraspherical polynomials (a = (n-2)/2)

can be used to express the spherical functions on SO(n); thus a convolution

for M[0, n] is inherited by identifying each p e M[0, n] with a bi-invariant
measure on SO(n). This ultimately may be used to obtain equation (1.9) by

analytic continuation with respect to a . The applicability of these methods is

limited to those functions which are group-related.

3. Another scheme applicable to eigenfunctions of Sturm-Liouville problems

is to use techniques based upon partial differential equations. The advantage

is that one can study classes of Sturm-Liouville problems where the potential

function is not explicitly given. These ideas go back already to the work of

Delsarte [7] and were extended in different directions; e.g., by Levitan [18],

Povzner [25], Chébli [3], Braaksma and deSnoo [2], and Trimèche [29], or, in

a more abstract setting, by Leblanc [17] and Hutson and Pym [14]. In fact, for

any k e N0, let

u(6,cp) = ug(d,ci>) = ulk(d)ulk(<t>)

be a product of eigenfunctions of equations (1.5) and (1.6) with arguments

belonging to the triangular region

E = {(0, (p): 0 < <p < 0 < n - (p< n}.

Then u is the unique solution of the hyperbolic initial value (Cauchy) problem

(i°ifl-L^)M(0,0) = o     ((e,4>)eE),

u(9,0) = uaqk(d),        «¿(0,0) = 0       (O<0<7i).

At this point, it is possible to employ the maximum principle for hyperbolic

partial differential equations [31] to prove that the measure ag^ is nonnegative

(if appropriate restrictions are placed on q).
A product formula appears here as a representation of u in terms of initial

data, and for this purpose Riemann's integration method [ 10] is available. This

approach, which will be used here, has been successfully employed to obtain

new product formulas and to give new proofs of known formulas. (See the

papers by one of us [19, 20, 21, 22, 23] and the literature there cited.)

The crucial step in the application of Riemann's method is the determination

of the Riemann function which is the solution of a characteristic boundary

value problem (equation (2.3) below). The kernel function for the product

formula is obtained directly from the Riemann function, so information about

the Riemann function can be made to yield information about the product

formula.
The full product formula for 0 < 0, </> < n can be obtained by exploiting

the obvious symmetry of u(6, cf>) in the two variables as well as the symmetry

of the eigenfunctions (equation (1.7)).

The main result of this paper is

1.2. Theorem. Let a > -1/2 and let {ua k(d)}k€No denote the eigenfunction

system related to the Sturm-Liouville problem ( 1.5)—( 1.6) where q(6) is supposed

to satisfy the conditions (1.2)—(1.4).
(i) For any 6, <f> e (0, n), the product formula for the eigenfunction system
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is of the form

(l.ii) «^(0)««^)= fuik(i)Daq(i,e,cj>)dc:.

For (0, (Z>) fixed, D^(¿¡, 0, 4>) is supported on (\6 - (j>\, n - \6 + 4> - n\) and is
continuous there.

(ii) There are constants A" independent of 8 and cf> such that

Daq(c;,d,<p)\dc:<Aaq.

(iii) Dq(Ç, 0, <f>)/wa(Ç) is symmetric in all three variables.

(iv) If the perturbation function q(6)  is nonincreasing on (0,n/2), then

Dq(Ç, 0, (j)) is strictly positive on the interval (|0-<ji|,7r-|t9-f-0-7r|).

In the particular ultraspherical case q = 0, our method yields a new proof of

Gegenbauer's product formula, equations ( 1.8)—( 1.9). This is carried out in §2.

In fact, we use the data of the ultraspherical equation to obtain the Riemann

function of the corresponding hyperbolic equation (Lemma 2.1), from which

the kernel function D^(£,, 0, 4>) can be derived explicitly. A justification of the

limiting process is provided in some detail since it gives new insight into the

nature of the formula, and it is needed in the argument for the product formula

in the general case.

Section 3 is devoted mainly to the proof of Theorem 1.2. Obviously, one can

no longer hope to obtain an explicit formula for the Riemann function because

the potential function q is only a member of a class. Nevertheless, there is

an integral relation connecting the formally defined Riemann function of the

perturbed case with the Riemann function of the unperturbed ultraspherical

case (equation (3.2)). In fact, this relation will be used to first demonstrate the

existence of the perturbed Riemann function, and secondly, as the means of

obtaining properties of the perturbed Riemann function from the corresponding

properties of the unperturbed function.

Finally in §4, we turn to harmonic analysis and investigate various convo-
lutions associated with the product formula (1.11). In particular if the kernel

Dq(c¡, 0, (j>) is nonnegative, there is a Jacobi type (a, a) hypergroup (see [6])

with characters Rq k(¿¡) = uaq k(t\)/uq,o(Ç) ■ In this case, it is possible to identify

all the complex homomorphisms and all the idempotents of the hypergroup.

2. A NEW PROOF OF THE PRODUCT FORMULA

FOR ULTRASPHERICAL POLYNOMIALS

Let a > -1/2 and k e N0. As described in §1, the product

«(£,,,) = «£(£)«£(//)

is the unique solution of the Cauchy problem (1.10) for the case q = 0, i.e.,

(L¡-L-)u(í,n)=0       ((i,n)eE),

«(¿,0) = «£(£),        u,(i,0) = 0       (0<C<n),

where L| = Lg i = d2/d£,2 + (2a + l)(cot£)d/'dt\. Solving this problem by

Riemann's method will yield Gegenbauer's product formula (equations (1.8)-

(1.9)).

.
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Q{e-<p, o) R(e+0,o)

Figure 1

For any fixed point (0, <j>) in the domain P,let Ag^ denote the characteristic

triangle in the (£,»/) plane with vertices P(d,cf>),Q(6 - </>,0), and
P(0 -f- 4>, 0). We also introduce the triangle

&e& = {(f, n)■ (Í■ ri) e A^ and rç > e}       (e > 0)

with base QeRe in order to avoid the singularities along the initial line (see

Figure 1).  The Riemann function associated with the hyperbolic equation in

(2.1) is defined as the unique solution

(2.2) v(i, n) = v(cl, n;d,<t>) = Ra(c:,n;8,<p)

of the characteristic boundary value problem

(Lai-L°yv(c;,n) = 0      (({.fiJez^),

'a+1/2     q+1/2^

(2.3)
V(-V„

+
tan£ tan rj

a+1/2     a+1/2

v=0       (Ç-n = d-(p),

v = 0       (^ + ?7 = 0 + 0),
^   V tan£       tan'/

v(6,ct>)=l,

where the asterisk (*) denotes the adjoint operator. Consequently,

u(i, n)(L*t - L°)u(c:, n) - «(Í, n)(LI - I")'««, if) = 0       («?,*)€ AeJ .

By applying Green's theorem to the expression on the left on the triangle Ae^e,

one obtains

(2.4)

1 J     r8+<)>-e

u(6, 4>) = ~[(UV)\Qc + (UV)\Re] + ^  / [M,(í , ^)ü(í , (7)11,=,</£

+ /      [«(í,^)/^(í,0,0)]|,=í</í
J0-<A
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where

D«(¿;, 0, r» = -i(sinZ7)2"+1 ̂ [(sin^^R^,v,8,<f>)]

2a +1      Ô
Ra(Z,n;e,ct>),

2 [ tant]      dn\

ifd-<j) + n<Ç<d + <j)-r] and D°(Ç, 0, 0) = 0 otherwise.
In order to obtain equation (1.9), we must first show that the first two terms

on the right of (2.4) vanish as e tends to 0+ , that for each ¿¡, 0, <f>

(2.5) Da(cl, 0, <j>) = lim Z£(í, 0, <¡>) = *"({, 0, ¿)u>a(í),
e-»0+

and that the last term in equation (2.4) converges to the right-hand side of

equation (1.9).
The first step in the process is to obtain the Riemann function.

2.1.    Lemma. Let a > -1/2 and 0 < cf> < 0 < n - cf>. The Riemann function

associated with equation (2.1) satisfies

(2.6) P"(^;0,0)-'SÍn^Ín^a+1/2

ksin0sin</>/

on the two characteristics ¿¡ - n = 6 - cf> and Ç + n = 6 + <f>, while for any

(Ç,n)e Agj,, it is given by

(2.7) Ra(£, n; 8, 4>) =32a(c;, n; 6, cf>)F(l/2-\a\, 1/2-\a\; l; <í>)

where

^K,,i..#).(*a!j)*M/,(i)w-,fl,
VSin0Sin<rV ^<»'

<t> = x/v,
X = [cos(0 -(f))- cos(£ - ?7)][cos(^ + n) - cos(0 + 0)],

xp = [cos(0 - 4>) - cos(£ + ?7)][cos(^ - ¡7) - cos(0 + <f>)],

co = 4(sin<j;)(sini/)(sin0)(sin0).

Proof. It will be convenient to make the following substitutions:

(2i) X = cos(£ + ri),     Y = cos(£ - t¡),

[ ' ' X0 = cos(6 + <p),     Yo = cos(6 - dj),

Then problem (2.2)-(2.3) reduces to the selfadjoint "normal" form

VxY+(X~-Y)2V = °       (xo<X<Y<Y0),

V(X, Y0;X0, Y0) = V(X0, Y ; X0, Y0) = 1.

Thus, equation (2.6) is trivially satisfied on the characteristics. The solution has
been given by Riemann [26] in terms of a hypergeometric function:

(2.10) V(X, Y;Xo, Y0) = F(l/2 + a, 1/2-a; 1; W)
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with the new auxiliary variable

The power series on the right-hand side of equation (2.10) converges only for

\W\ < 1, but W may take any negative value; however, the function V may

still be continued by applying the Pfaff-Kummer transformation:

F(a, b;c; z) = (1 -z)~aF (a,c-b;c; -—[)

= (I - z)~bF (c-a,b; c; -^)

to get

V(X, Y ; Xo, Y0) = (1 - W)M-V2F (I - \a\, ± - \a\ ; 1 ; ^-^j .

From this the representation (2.7) of the Riemann function Ra follows in view

of equation (2.9) and the relations

w = -t,      i-w = ¥-,      J^-r = <i>.  a
co co W - \

To obtain the pointwise limit of equation (2.5) and the product formula, the

cases -1/2 < a < 0 and a > 0 must be treated separately. We outline the first

case; the second will be discussed in less detail.

In view of equation (2.6), (uv)\qc —> 0 and (uv)\rc —> 0 as e —> 0+. By

application of the identities

(2.11) ±F(a,b;c; z) = a-^F(a+\, b + 1 ; c + 1; z),
oz c

(2.12) F(a,b;c;z) = (\ - z)c-a~bF(c - a,c -b;c; z)

we obtain

D°(£, 0, </>) = 2L^ll<%a{çt rj. dy(p)?llËlF{a+ 1/2, a+ 1/2; 1 ; <D)

(«+1/2)2        *   „.„   ^¿4>m2"+>
2 w' "    '^'dn \co

so

(2.13)
u(d,cp) = \[(uv)\Qc + (uv)\Rt]

r8+<t>

Q(^>/;0,</>)^(£)        P(l/2-a, 1/2-a; 2; 4»)

/»» + !?
/      «a(^)[(«a)'(e)P1(íí,e) + (MQ)(e)r2(»:,e) + («Q)(e)P3(-í,e)]^

where

r1(^,f7) = ipa(^,f7;0,-«,

_.,     ,     a+l/2 dy/dn
T2(t, n) = —^Pa(i, z/;0,0)—£—'-,

(a+ 1/212 <94> /(¿/\2q+1
r3«, >?) = -lQ+2/  j ^°(£, n\e,4>)^ (£)       F(l/2-a, l/2-a; 2; 4»)
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if 0-0 + z, <£<0 + 0-?7 and TX(Ç, n) = T2(Ç, r¡) = T3(C, n) = 0 elsewhere.
We begin with some preliminary observations.  Note that Xo < X < Y <

Y0  where  X, Y ,Xo, and  Y0  are defined in equation (2.8).    Since   y/ =

(Y0 - X)(Y - X0) it follows that

0 < |^ = sinfê - n)(Yo - X) + sin(£ + n)(Y - X0) < 2C/o(sini)

where Uo = Y0 - X0 = 2(sin 0)(sin <f>).
Also y/ = x + o) ; hence

y/ > co = 2C/0(sin¿;)(sin r¡).

It also follows that 4> = 1 - co/y/ ; so

<94>        dco     cadyi

¥~drf ~~'dr{ + ~y/'cñi'

Ö4>
w on 1 + -)

Now we also have

*_!_,        §^,        ^_-^       (^0+)
dn        2 dn Wo

where

o)0 = 4(sin¿;)(sin0)(sinr75),     (¿/o = [cos(0 - <fr) - cos¿;][cos¿; - cos(0 + (/>)].

We will also require a Beta integral

(b - x)y-\x - a)ô~x dx = (b- ay+ô~lB(y,ô)
> a

where B(y, Ô) = Y(y)T(ö)/Y(y + ô) is the Beta function, and we introduce the
constants

(2.14)
, F(l/2 - \a\, 1/2 - \a\ ; 1 ; 1) = r(2|a|)/r2(l/2 + |«|)    (a # 0),

■/fl

*a={
1 (a = 0).

We recall that the series for F(a,b;c; z) converges absolutely for \z\ < 1
if Rec> Re(a + b) and

F(a,b,c,l)-T{c_a)r{c_b)

by Gauss' theorem, while in the case c = a + b there are constants C such that

|P(û,è;c;z)|<l-Clog(l-z).

In particular, we have

(2.15)       F(l/2-|a|, l/2-|a|;l;z)<| j

Thus for -1/2<q<0,

Ma (a¿0),

Tr-'log(l-z)    (q = 0).

,.(í,,;í),^=,(i»LÍ)(S¡n,)a,V»"2^<UWV+"2.

sin0)(sin0) yi j \^o V
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hence

Now we have

thus

We also have
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Ra(H,n;e,4>)<Ma
co

a+l/2

UiJ

a+l/2

m({,,)i<ÍM„(^)

lim/       |r,K,e)|rfí = 0.

a+l/2      coa+l/2
\T2(c;,n)\<^^Ma??-^sinc:

T¡2aU0 H>

a + 1/2 a-1/2    •    £

The first inequality shows that for each ¿j, lim£^0 ^(¿í, e) = 0. The second
bound which is independent of n yields

/•e+</> /»e+0
/       \T2(c],n)\dci<(a+\l2)MaUQ-2a /       ^"^sini^

= (a+l/2)M,.70-2Q / °[(r0-0(?-^o)]a-1/2^

= (a + l/2)MaB(a + 1/2, a + 1/2).

Up to a constant factor |T*3(<^, r¡)\ has the same upper bound as |T2(c¡, n)\.

In fact,

|73(i,f/)|<
(a+l/2)2 /w aAa+1/2

<

<

2 Vt/02W

(a+l/2)2

d4>
<9?7

2a+l

(£) Ö    P(l/2-a,l/2-a;2;4>)

P(l/2-a, l/2-a;2;l)t/( -2a-l
0

94)

•9»/
V

a+l/2

(a+l/2)2   T(2a+1)   „_2a_

r(2a+l)        2a        1/2
-2r2(a+l/2)ty°     ^°        SmC'

whence
/»e+^>

/    |r3(í,^)|dí<2.

Together these yield

|DJ({,0,^)|<^°({,0,^)

= ((a + l/^. + ^l^)^^172««

and
/•e+0

(2.16)     /       ^Q(£, 0, (ry)¿£ <^a = (a+l/2)MaP(a+1/2, a+1/2)+ 2.
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(Note that the bound 38a is independent of r\, 0, and </> ; this will be used in

§3.)
For -1/2 < a < 0, identity (2.5) now follows by

Da(c:,e,4>) = \imT^,e)
e—>0

{a+¡/2)2coo^l/2U0-2a-lF(l/2-a, l/2-a;2; 1)

r(2a+l) lC/2u>°({)

22«r2(a + 1 /2) (sin £ sin 0 sin <p)2a

= Ka(t, 0, <t>)wa(Z),

where in the last step, Legendre's duplication formula for the gamma function

has been used. Equation (1.9) follows by Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence

Theorem.

For a > 0, begin by applying only equation (2.11) to the second expression

for £>"(£, 0, cj>) to obtain

D%(c;,e,<P) = a(cotri)32a(c:,n;d,<t>)F(l/2-a, 1/2-a; 1 ; 4»)

-{-(a- \/2)32a(i, n; 6, <p)^p-F(\/2- a, 1/2-a; 1;4>)

-^(l/2-a)2^a(fi,z7;0,(73)^P(3/2-a,3/2-a;2;4>).
I on

The analysis here resembles that for a < 0 ; the only item of special note is

that F(3/2-a, 3/2-a; 2;4>) is bounded for a> 1/2, while if 0<a< 1/2,
the transformation (2.12) is required. The result is that all the terms except the

first in the expression for D%(Ç, 0, </>) tend to zero as i/-»0+, and the first

one yields the desired limit.

3. Proof of Theorem 1.2

By symmetry, it will suffice to consider only (0, <f>) e E. Let Rq(s, t ; 0, cf>)

be the Riemann function for the hyperbolic equation in (1.10), that is v(s, t) =
Raq(s,t;d,4>) satisfies

(Lf - L?)*v(s, t) - Q(s, t)v(s,i) = 0       ((s,t)e Ag*),

"^aÍf + :Ía^r)V{^t) = 0
a+l/2     a+l/2'

j vys, t,

(S - t = 0 - 4) ,

.     /a+l/2     a+l/2\    .      .     n
vs(s, t) - vt(s,t)-[-— )v(s,t) = 0

v     '       v     '    V  tanj tanz1   J

(s + t = 9 + (p),

v(6,<P) = \,

where Q(s, t) - q(s) - q(t). In view of the reciprocity law for Riemann func-

tions (cf. [10, equation (4.80)]), one knows that as a function of (s, t), the Rie-
mann function Ra(Ç, n ; s, t) is the Riemann function for the adjoint equation,
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i.e., u(s, t) = Ra(i, n; s, t) satisfies

(L? - L?)u(s,t) = 0       ((s, t) such that (f, n) G A,,),

/      ».        /      n     (a+l/2     a+l/2\    . _      .
us(s, t) + u,(s, t) + '    + )u(s, 0-0       (J — Í = € — if),

tan 5 tant

us(s, t) - ut(s, t) + ( —t—-—t—— ]u(s,t) = 0      (s + t = é; + n),
tans tant

u(i,n) = l.

If (c;, n) G Agç, then both equations hold in the tilted rectangle (see Figure

2)
Q = il(cl, n; 6, (j)) = {(s, t): (s,t)eAe<j> and (i,n)eAst}

= {(s,t):d-(p<s-t<c¡-n,cl + n<s + t<d + <t>}.

By applying Green's theorem on Í2 to the quantity

B(s, 0 = v(s, t)(L? - Lf)u(s, t) - u(s, t)(L° - L?)*v(s, t)

= -«(5, t)Q(s, t)v(s,t)

= -Ra(^,n;s,t)Q(s,t)Raq(s,t;d,4>),

one obtains an integral equation linking Ra and Rq , namely

Raq(Z,ri\0,(f>) = RQ(c;,t];d,d>)

-^JJ Ra(C, n;s, t)Q(s, t)Raq(s, t; 0, ftdsdt

which is valid for any (Ç, n) e Ae(j> (cf., e.g., [10]). We will use successive

approximation to show that equation (3.2) in the unknown function Rq has a

unique solution. This will require two technical lemmas (cf. also [2 and 21]).

First observe that, by equations (2.7), (2.14), and (2.15)

(3.3) 0 < Ra(¿¡,n;e,4>)< Maha(n)32a(tl, r/ ; 0, 0)
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where Ma are defined by equation (2.14), ho(n) = 1 - 27r~'log(sinJ7)  and,

ha(n)= 1 if a^O.
It will be more convenient to normalize (3.2) by dividing by Ra(¿¡, n; 0, <j>)

to obtain

(3.4) r(í,ií)=l + /[r](í,ií)      (i, ne

where

r{Ç'ri)   R^,r,;e,ct>)

and

1
^]({,»i) =

2R^,n\e,c¡>)

¡( Ra(t,n;s, t)Q(s, t)r(s, t)Ra(s,t;6,c¡>)dsdt.
J Jna.n-.e.é)

3.1.    Lemma. Let a > -1/2. For P(t) continuous and nonnegative in (0, n/2)

define

I[P] = I[P](t:,r])

= 7Baf; L.fl ^ // Ä^' ^ 5> 0^(0aq(j, í; e,4>)dsdt.
2Ra(c¡, n;6,(p) J Jaa^-e^)

Then there is a constant Ka such that

I[P]<Ka f  tha(t)P(t)dt.
Jn

Proof. We begin by showing

Ra(¿:,n;s,t) < 32a(t\,n;s,t)

R°(Z,ti;d,<j>)- 3l^,n;d,<¡>)-

To see this, let X, Y, Xq , and 7o be as in equation (2.8) and let 5 = cos(i+ 0

and T = cos(s - t) ; then

1 - 4>(g, n ; 0, <j>) _ co(c;,n;d,(f>)y/(c;,ri;s,t)

l-<t>(Z,n;s,t) '   y/(¿l,n;e,(t>)cú(c;,n;s,t)

(Yq-Xq)(T-X)(Y-S)

(T-S)(Yo-X)(Y-Xo)-

Now use successively,

Yo-X     T-X     (X-S)(Yo-T)

Yo-S      T-S      (Yo-S)(T-S)

Y-Xo      Y-S      (S-Xo)(Yo-Y)

>0,

>0,
Yo-Xo     Yo-S     (Yo-Xo)(Yo-S)

to obtain 0 < p < 1 . Thus 0 < 4>(£, n ; 5, 0 < 4>(£, n ; 0, 0) < 1 so that

P(l/2-|a|, 1/2-|a|; 1 ; 4>(¿, i/; í, 0)

<P(l/2-|a|, l/2-|a|;l;4»({,ii;0,0))
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since F(l/2- \a\, 1/2- \a\ ; 1 ; x) is an increasing function on 0 < x < 1 and

the promised inequality is established; so it follows that

I[P] < ̂ MaJJ[A(s, t)t\-l'2ha(t)P(t)dsdt

y/(c;,n;s, t)y/(s, t; 0, <¡>)
where

A(s,t) =
y/(¿¡ ,n;d, cj))A sin2 5 sin21

For a > 1/2, define X, Y, X0, and  Y0 as in equation (2.8) and let S
cos(s + t) and T = cos(s - t) ; then

A(s,t) 1 (X-S)(Y0-T) 1 - (S-X0)(T-Y)

[Y-Xo)(T-S)(Y0-X)(T-S)\

Because -l<Xn<S'<Ar<y<r<Yn<l,fhe quotients all lie in (0, 1),

so A(s, t) < 1, hence,

I[P]<^MaJJ ha(t)P(t)dsdt.

Now, since P(t) > 0, the integral is only increased if ¡Q is replaced by the

larger triangular region with vertices (£, n), (£, + n -4>, (fi), and (Ç- n + 4>, <p)

(see Figure 2) to obtain the lemma with Ka = Ma.

When \a\ < 1/2, we require a lower bound for ^4(5, 0 • Using the identity

,     . .   (b + a\  .   (b-a
cos a - cos b = 2 sin [ —-— | sin

we obtain with a little rearranging

A(s,t)
in'+H-W?sinfl+*-(*-0      siní±2+£zísiní±í+^sin

sin W»-») sin »+»-<<-■■? sin í+rt+8- sms

sin S+t+j-t] sin 8+4>+s-t
2

sin e+<P+i-i sins

sin s+,-£-1) sin t+V-f-')

sin í

= /l X /2 X /3 X U ■

Now,

_^0-0     s-t     ¿,-n     ¿¡ + n s + t     d + ó     n       ..     .     _,

hence,  / > 1 .   To estimate f2  and /3  from below, observe that for any

0<a<b<c<d <n/2,

sin(a + d) sin(b + c) _ sin(è - a) sin(d - c)

sin(a + c) sin(b + d) sin(a + c) sin(b + d)

Choosing

and

(a, b, c, d) =
0 -(j)   s-t   ¿l + n   s +

2    '    2   '    2

s-t   t\-n   s + t    0 + (/>

s + t\

2 ;
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this yields f2 > 1 and ß > 1 respectively. Finally, we use 2x/n <sinx < x

(0 < x < n/2) in / to obtain

A(s,t)>f4>(nt)-2[(t + r1)2-(s-^)2]

>(nt)-2[(t-n)2-(s-^)2]>0.

Thus, proceeding as in the case a > 1/2, we have

i r<t>   rí-1+t

I[P] < 7jMan1'2^ /    /        [(t - n)2 -(s- ^)2]l«|-i/2 ds t\-A°\ha(t)P(t) dt.
2 Jr\   Ji+ri-t

The inner integral can be evaluated exactly as a Beta function to finally yield
the lemma with

K =1^ ,3/2-2H r(N +1/2)
AQ     2Man r(2|a| + l)-   U

Let J°[f] = /, and Jk[f] = J[Jk~l[f]] (k e N),  \\g\\a = sup\g(s, t)\
((s, t)e&), and

Ha(n) = Ha(n, <f>) = Í tha(t)Q(t)dt
Jn

where ha is as in equation (3.3) and Q(t) is an upper bound for \Q(s, t)\  (t <

s < n - t), so by (1.4) Ha(n, cf>) is uniformly bounded for 0 < n < 4> < n/2.

3.2.   Lemma. Let a > -1/2 and (Ç , n) e A6(¡,. For any f uniformly bounded

on n = £l(Z,n;0,<l>),

(3.5) \Jk[f]\\a < \\na{Ka^))k       (k G Ab)

where Ka is as in Lemma 3.1.

Proof. We prove the lemma by induction; it is trivially true for k = 0. We

now assume equation (3.5) is true for a particular value of k and apply it with

(s, t) in place of (¿;, n) to obtain

\Jk+l[fi(s, t)\

[[ Ra(s,t;o,T)Q(o,x)Jk[f](o,x)
J Ja{s,t;8,d>)2Ra(s, t;6,<p)

^    \\J\\a(s,t;8,<t>)     if „Q, ~\n<r\
-  IBcclr    f Ñ    rh\   / / R   (S,t,0, X)Q(x)¿Ka(S, t, tí, <p) Jjci(s,t;8,4>)

Ra(o, x;d,d>)dodx

(KaHa(x))k

k\

Ra(o, x;Q,4>)dodx

= \\f\\il(s,t;8,</>)I Q(r
(KaHa(x))k

k\
(s,t)

vk+\  r<t> r rip

<\\f\\a(s,r,8,t)^r J   rha(x)Q(x)  J   rha(r)Q(r)d,

[KaHa(t)]k+i

dx

<\\J\\ci(s,t;8, (k+l)\
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by Lemma 3.1 and the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus. This proves a

pointwise inequality. To obtain the norm inequality, observe that if (s, t) e

£l(Ç, n ; 6, cj>) then Q.(s, t; 0, <¡>) ç Q.(c¡, n; 0, cf>). Thus to estimate the last

expression above replace (s, t) by (£,, rj) and take the supremum on the left-

hand side.   D

We now obtain a bound for the perturbed Riemann function.

3.3. Lemma, (i) If q is an admissible potential function ((1.2)-(l .4)) then Rq

is the unique solution of equation (3.2), it is continuous and

\Raq(t, n;e,<f>)\< Ra(^,n;e,(p)exp(KaHa(r1))

where Ka and Ha are as in Lemma 3.2.

(ii) If in addition to being admissible, q is monotone decreasing in (0, n/2),

then Raq(tl, n;d,ct>)>0.

Proof. We will show that (3.4) has a unique solution r(c¡, n) = r(¿¡, n ; 0, (f>)

which is continuous in (c¡, n) and (0, d>), and that

Iklln <cxp[KaHa(n)].

Thus part (i) becomes a simple conclusion from the definition of r.

We now return to equation (3.4); define r0 = 1 and

(3.6) rk+x = 1 + J[rk]       (k e N0).

By Lemma 3.2,

fc-lr.       „...   _..rtn,n. ^ [KaHa{t,)]k
(3.7) ||r* - r*_,||n = \\r~l[rx - l]||n = ||y*[l]||n <

So ¿~2j*Li(.rj ~ rj-i) converges uniformly on Q. Let

k

(3.8) r = lim rk = lim V(r; - r^x) + 1 ;
*:—»oo k—>oo

7 = 1

then if k is increased without bound in equation (3.6), we obtain equation

(3.4), and existence is established.

To prove uniqueness, assume f = 1 + J[f] ; then r-f = J[r- f], so r-f —

Jk[r - r]   (k e N); Lemma 3.2 then yields

...   [KaHa(n)]k        .,      ^
l|r-'lln<l|r-f||n        fc¡ (k e N)

which is possible only if r = f. Finally, equation (3.8) followed by equation

(3.7) yields

IMIn < E Hrt - ru-xWa + 1 < exp[KaHa(n)].
¡t=i

For part (ii), we already know Ra is nonnegative, and the additional condi-

tion entails Q(s, t) < 0 so J[f] is nonnegative whenever / is. It follows that

rk are all nonnegative, hence so must be r.   D
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Proof of Theorem 1.2. As in the ultraspherical case (equation (2.4)) we obtain
for u(e,4>) = uaqk(d)uaqk(4>), v(s,t) = Raq(s,f,e,c¡>),

u(V, 4j) =-[(uv)\Qe + (uv)\Rs]

i     pd+4>-e

(3.9) + W      [«■»(£. »7Mí.»/)]|.;=*¿<¡;

¡•8+4,
ro+ip

Je-è

where now

(3.10) Dl^, e,cp) = -l-(únn)2a+{^[(sinn)-2a-lRaq(í, n;e,<p)}

if 0 - cp + n < i < 0 + <p - n and D«>If(£, 0, 4>) = 0 elsewhere.

Now by the same argument as in Lemma 2.1, equation (2.6) with Rq in place

of Ra holds on the two characteristics £ - n = 0 - <z> and ^ + n = 6 + <j>. Thus

the first term on the right side of (3.9) vanishes as e —> 0+ . Lemma 3.3 can be

used to show that the second term vanishes e —* 0+ because of the analogous

result in the ultraspherical case. From equation (3.2),

(3.11) Dl^,d,cf)) = D^,d,(t>) + ̂ (sinn)2a+l-^IJ g(Ç, n; s, t)dsdt

where

g(i,n;s,t) = (sinn)-2a-lRa(c;,n;s, t)Q(s, t)Raq(s, t;d,c¡>).

We introduce the change of variables a = s + t, x = s - t and obtain for the

second term in (3.11) the sum

[6~nx<-    ^2a+\   (f       Ç + n + x   Ç + n-x\

S+1

çd+<t>  ri-n i äWt        o + x   o-x\   ,    ,
+ l+,L ^mr,)    ^ (<• *; — • —) d*da

= Ii(t,ti) + I2(Z,ti) + I3(i,ri).

Equation (1.11) with

£>»(£, 0, </») = lim D*   (Z, 0, <)>) = Da(Z, 0, <f>)
r\—>0+ '

(3.12) j

2
// Da(Ç,s,t)Q(s,t)Raq(s,t;d,<t>)dsdt

J Jn((,0;8,4>)

will be obtained by the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem.

This argument has the same sources of complexity as that for the ultraspher-

ical product formula, so we will limit our attention to the more difficult case of

-l/2<a<0.
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To estimate Je*?\Ix(Z, n)\dZ observe that

\Q(s,t)\<c(J- + 4-]
\sms     stntj

so

where M'a = CM2exp[KaHa(n)], s = (Z + n + x)/2, and t = (Z + n - x)/2.
Note that for each fixed (Z, x) in the range of integration

lim(sinf7)2a+1<?((í,f7;5,0 = 0
•/-»O

and that
2(sin¿;)(sinz7) < 2(sins)(sin0 = cost- cos(Z + rj)

so that

(sin n)2a+l\g(Z, n;s,t)\< 4<.70-a-1/2[2(sinS)(sinO]a-1/2

< 4A^c/0_a~1/2(cosT - cosZ)a~l/2.

With the substitutions u = cos£ and v = cost,

r8+4>   ri

/       /    (cosx-cosZ)a~l/2dxdZ
J8-<i>   J8-<i>

= f ° f °(v - u)a-l'2(l - u2)~l'2(l - v2)'1'2dvdu
JX0   Ju

< [ ° f °(v- u)a~l'2(Yo - u)~l'2(Yo - v)~1'2 dv du
JXo   Ju

So

l

B(a+1/2, l/2)Jja+Xi2

a+l/2        °°

8+<t>

\Ix(Z,t1)\dZ<M'aB(a+1/2, l/2)/(2a+l)

and Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence Theorem can be invoked to assert that

r8+<t>
lim
n->o

/      Ix(Z,n)dZ = 0.
Je-é

h(Z,n) = -j /      D^(Z,s,t)Q(s,t)Raq(s,t;d,(t>)dxdo.
4 Ji+n   Je-é

A similar analysis can be applied to I2(Z, n). With 5 = (ct + t)/2 , t = (o-x)/2

1       rd+<t>    /»Í-»/

h+ti
The integrand is dominated, independently of n , by

H(Z;s, t; 6,4>)=3¡a(Z,s,t)\Q(s, t)Raq(s, t; 6,<j>)\.

We begin by showing that there is A , independent of 0 and cf>, such that

f8+4>   f8+4>   f£
(3.13) 7(0,0)=/       /       /     H(Z;s,t;d,cp)dxdodZ<A.

Jg-a Jt      Jg-è
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A change in the order of integration and use of equation (2.16) shows

fd+4>  r   fa 1
J(QA)<3êa\      \\     \Q(s,t)Raq(s,t;d,tt>)\dx\do.

Je-<t>  Ue-<t> )

Now by Lemma 3.3, and with M" = CMa exp[KaHa(0, n/2)],

\Q(s,t)Raq(s,t;d,cj>)\

, *„,(   1 1   "\ /sinssinz^a+1/2
< M" —-— + —

a \sins     sintj \sin0sin0

< 2MQ't/~a~1/2(sins + sin0[2(sin5)(sin0]a_l/2

Thus

7(0, <f>) < AM"3JaU0-a-l/2j'** y°   (sin|) (cos^)

x (cost - coso)a~l/2 dx \ do.

In the integral, make the substitutions u = coscr/2, v = cost/2 , a — cos^ ,

and b = cos ^ , so i70 = 2(b2 - a2) and hence

j(e,4>)<AM'^aK(e,<t>)

where

K(6, <t>) = (b2 - a2)-"-'/2 f J / (v2-u2)a-{l2(l-v2)-xl22vdv\ du.

The estimate

K(9,cp)<(b2-a2)-a-xl2 ( If  (w-u2)a-l'2(b2-w)-l'2dw\ du

= (b2-a2)-a~l'2B(a+l/2, 1/2) /  (b2 - u2)adu
Ja

i   rbl

<(b2-a2)-a~1/2B(a+l/2,l/2)- /   (b2-w)a(w-a2)-l/2dw

= jB(a+1/2, l/2)B(a+l, 1/2) = n/(2a+I)

then yields equation (3.13) with A = AM"3&an/(2a + 1).
Fubini's Theorem and equation (3.13) guarantee the convergence of I$(Z, »7)

to the integral in equation (3.12) for almost every Z, and (3.13) together with

Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence Theorem then yields equation (1.11).

Moreover, from equation (3.12) and the estimate above we obtain the bound

fn\D^(Z, 6,4>)\dZ < 1 +M"n/(a+ 1/2).
Jo

Finally, to obtain (iv) observe that if q is nonincreasing on (0, n/2), then

Q(s, t) = q(s) - q(t) < 0 on Q, R'*(s, t; 6, cj>) > 0 by Lemma 3.3(ii), and
Da(Z, 0, cj)) > 0, so equation (3.12) implies D^(Z, 0, <j>) > 0.

The proof of part (iii) is deferred to §4.
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4. Convolutions, and the harmonic analysis
OF CERTAIN JaCOBI TYPE HYPERGROUPS

Theorem 1.2 suggests the existence of a convolution for L'[(0, n), dd]. The

reason for this is that if we define

h(z) = r r Daq(z,d,<p)f(d)g(cp)ddd(t>
Jo  Jo

and

uk(f)= fnuaqk(e)f(d)dd,
Jo>0

then \\h\\x<Aaq\\f\\x\\g\\x and Uk(h) = Uk(f)Uk(g).
Since in general Aq > 1, L'[(0, n), dd] does not become a Banach algebra

with the multiplication above, thus it is necessary to renormalize. Notice that

uq q is positive on [0, n] and let mq be the measure defined by

dmaq(Z) = [ul0(Z)]2sin2a+iZdZ,

and define

D^(Z,e,cp)

«2,o(ÍKo(0Ko(¿)sin      ®

">k{4)-ul0(Z)'

then we have from equation (1.11)

(4.1) fK-q(Z,e,cP)Raqk(Z)dmaq(Z) = Rlk(d)Raq^)

and setting k — 0 in equation (4.1)

(4.2) f Kaq(Z,d,<t>)dmaq(Z) = l
Jo

and K^(Z, 0, </>)  is zero unless  |0 - cj>\ < Z < n - |0 + cf> - n\.   Let LP
Lp[(0, n), dmq] and let || • \\p denote the norm in this space. Define

r(k)= f* f(6)Raq k(d)dmaq(d)      (keN0,feLl),
Jo

(f*g)(Z)= i f Kaq(Z,e,cf>)f(e)g(cj>)dmaq(e)dmaq((p)      (f,geO).
Jo  Jo

4.1.    Theorem. Let q be admissible and nonincreasing on (0,n/2), then

(i) L1 is a Banach algebra with respect to the operation *.

(ii) // / and g are nonnegative, so is f'* g.
(iii) If f and g belong to Ll and k e No, then

(f*gr(k) = r(k)g~(k).

For the sake of completeness, we also include
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4.2.   Theorem. For general admissible q,

(i) * is a bounded operation on L1, in particular

\\f*g\U<c^\\f\\x\\g\\x

with C® = Aaq\uaq 0||oo||l/«4 oil2« where Aaq is as in Theorem 1.2.

(ii) // / and g belong to Ll and k e N0, then (f*g)~(k) = f~(k)g~(k).

Proof of Theorems 4.1, 4.2. Part (iii) is a consequence of equation (4.1) and

Fubini's Theorem. Part (ii) holds because the nonnegativity of Dq implies the

same for Kq .

The nonnegativity of Kq and equation (4.2) imply that ||/*g||i < ||/||i||^||i •

Lemma 1.1 implies that {R" ^j-^Lo *s a complete orthogonal system in L2, so

the mapping /—» /" is one-to-one. Thus * is commutative since (f*g)~(k) =

f~(k)g~(k) = (g * f)^(k), and a similar argument can be used to show that *

is associative.

The proof of Theorem 4.2 differs from the preceding only in the lack of

positivity. In this case we have by Fubini's Theorem

r r r 1^(^,0,0)1«° n(£)
\\f*g\U<       /   1/(0)11^)1/       C   (ñ]J   ?     dZdmaq(6)dm^)

JO    JO JO Ug,oy°)Uq,oy<P>

and the result follows.

Proof of Theorem 1.2(iii). Let

I(k) = f[Kaq(Z, e,cp)-Kaq(Z, cp, d)]Raq k(Z)dm«(Z);
Jo

then equation (4.1) implies I(k) = 0 for all k e No , so Lemma 1.1 implies

K°(Z,d,dS)=Kqt(Z,cl>,6).

Similarly, application of Fubini's Theorem to the second term of

I(j,k)= f f\Kq>(Z,e,<p)-Kq'(e,Z,<p)]Rq'j(Z)Raqk(e)dmaq(Z)dm<>q(e)
Jo Jo

shows I(j, k) = 0 for all j ,k. Lemma 1.1 implies {RaqJ(Z)Raqk(6): j ,k e

No} is a complete orthogonal family in L2[(0, n) x (0, n), dmq(Z)dmq(6)]

(for instance, monomials ZJtík are in the closure, hence so are all polynomials

in (Z, 0), or by the Plancherel Theorem) and the full symmetry follows.   D

From now on, we assume K^ is nonnegative. There is a natural extension of

* to a convolution of measures so that M — M[0, n] becomes a hypergroup

with respect to * . It is enough to prescribe the behavior of * on point masses,

so define ôg*ôé for 0 < 0, </> < n by

Ôo * Ôg = Ôg , ÔK * Ôg = ÔK_g (0 < 0 < 7t)

and

(4.3) d(ôg*âé)(Z) = K^(Z,d,cf>)dmaq(Z)       (0<d,4><n).

The definition is extended to all of M by defining

(4.4) f f(Z) d(p *v)(Z)= f" f f f(Z) d(ôg * ôé)(Z) dp(9) du(cp)
Jo Jo Jo Jo

for / G C[0, n], p, v e M.
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4.3. Theorem. ([0, n], *) is a hypergroup ofJacobi type (a, a) (see [6]) with

Hermitian characters {R" ^.}^0 and Haar measure mq.

As usual, we define

p~(k)= f Raqk(Z)dp(Z)      (keNo).
Jo

Since we have so much information from [6] and above about the characters

and the product formula, we can obtain some detailed results about Rq k and

p~. It will also be useful to define the subspace

M' = {peM:p({0}) = p({n}) = 0}.

A.A.   Lemma, (i) \R° k(6)\ <l   (0 < 0 < n, k e N).

(ii) lim^ooP°Jt(0) = O  (O<0<tt).

(iii) linifc^ p~(k) = 0 (peM1).
(iv) lim^00//-(2/c) = p({0}) + p({n})   (p e M), lim^«, p~(2k + 1) =

p({0})-p({n})(peM).

Proof, (i) Setting <f> = 0 in equation (4.1) we have

(4.5) [Raq,k(Ö)]2= f Kaq(Z,e,d)Raqk(Z)dmaq(Z).
J 0

Since by Theorem 4.3, R" k are characters of a hypergroup

(4.6) I^,*(0)|<1       (O<0<tt).

Now suppose for some 0 G (0, n)\Ra k(6)\ = 1. Then from equation (3.12),

Kq(Z, 0,0) is a positive continuous function on (0, 20). This observation

combined with equations (4.2) and (4.5) show that equation (4.6) implies

(4-7) R°,k(Z) = 1

for 0 < Z < 20. The argument can be repeated to show that equation (4.7)

holds for Z in [0, 40], [0, 80], etc., so finally Raq k = 1 , hence k = 0 and (i)

is proved.

(ii) follows from the asymptotic estimates (see [6, Theorem 4.1])

2T(a+l)/   {   \a+i/2Ja(mkZ)

^.*(0 - -«J^r «J     J^zr+Ik{i)
where mk is a sequence of numbers such that mk/k -+ 1 as k —> oo ,

\h(i)\<Cmkl       (0<sinZ<mkl),

and
|/*(i)| < Cmk\mksinZ)-a-{l2logmk       (m"1 < sin<^).

Relation (iii) follows directly from (i), (ii) and the Lebesgue Dominated Con-

vergence Theorem.

Finally, to obtain (iv) note that if p e M, then

v = p - p({0})ô0 - p({n})Sn e M'

and
p-(k) = v~(k) + p({0})Raqk(0) + p({n})Rlk(n)

= v~(k) + p({0}) + (-l)kp({n}).

The fact that ôe * ôé is usually absolutely continuous, allows us to obtain

detailed information about the harmonic analysis of M.
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4.5. Lemma. If p,v e M', then p*v is absolutely continuous.

Proof. If p, v e M', then equations (4.3) and (4.4) yield

f f(Z)d(p*u)(Z)= f f f f(ZWq(z,e,cP)dmaq(Z)dp(e)dp(4>).
Jo Jo Jo Jo

A simple argument based on Lusin's Theorem [27, Theorem 2.23 and Example

3.18] shows that (p * v)(E) = 0 if E is a set of zero Lebesgue measure.

We are now in a position to use the methods of [8 and 28] to generalize [8,

Theorems 5c, d].

4.6. Theorem, (i) The set of nontrivial complex homomorphisms of M consists

of {hk: k = 0, 1, 2,...} where hk(p) = p~(k) together with h+ and h-
defined by h+(p) = p({0}) + p({n}), h.(p) = p({0}) - p({n}).

A.l.   Theorem. A measure p is idempotent, that is, p* p = p, if and only if

p = v + e0ôo + enôn

where v is a finite sum of the form

du(Z) = ^Rag,k„mRaq,k„\\22dmaq(Z)

n=\

for some strictly increasing sequence of integers {kn} and one of the following

holds:
e0=l,    en = 0   or   e0 = ±en = l/2.

Equivalently, (cf. [8, p. 257]), given a sequence {oJ^Lo > ck = ß~(k) for

some idempotent measure p if and only if for all k, ck e {0, l},and {oj^lo
is a sequence of period 2 with finitely many exceptions.
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